"a project perspective”
Our Story
Bringing People from a place of Restriction into a Place of opportunity their Spacious Place.
Every person has a story and that story is made up of hundred of interactions with people, places,
opportunity it would take most of us a full day to write all the interactions we have had in our life’s
that place us in the seat you are in with the role you currently have.
I have a story of growing up in an incredibly supportive, loving family in a fantastic village with
friends, doing well in education, getting the Job of my dreams building aeroplanes, getting to see
places, working hard doing the things I love. Getting married having children working hard.
Everyone has a story but not everyone’s interactions in life are as great as mine where. Many
people’s interactions for whatever reason don’t create opportunity but restriction, rejection,
loneliness, low self-confidence and no hope.
That’s why Spacious Place exists to help people who’s story is currently restriction and provide real
opportunity to get them to a Spacious Place a place of options, hope and confidence
Our Model
Every good story has a model
Engagement to Employment
Bridge the gap between commercial business that want to help and engagement companies who
have people that need help
Work opportunity with personal development, wrap around support, progression into career
employment.
Engagement partnership created and commercial partnerships.

Our People
Every good story has great characters
Its all our about people not just the individuals we help but every interaction on the way
Jerry @ SIB, introduced Kumar and Natalie at SASC which led to Ben and Vinay, which led back to
the SIB team and then ultimately power to change.
Our resources are in our relationships and we model that in every conversation in every bit of help
we give because we are building more than a contact centre we are building a community and
people that understand community.
Street Soccer – reaching vulnerable adult in prison
Spacious Place Engage – Crisis Support, Food delivery service, mentoring.

Our Place
Every good story has good locations
The best of the old with the best of the new
Aspirational
Wholes business enterprise structured around a sound commercial property purchase.
Iconic
Our Future
Many good story’s make room for a sequel
Spacious Place Enterprises – Vison for Social Venture Capital solution, new economic structure,
investment with expert help. Purchase commercial companies to create employment progression,
invest in Social enterprise to structure and build to take on commissions and contracts.
Spacious Place Construct – Housing and employment, modern methods of manufacture,
employment, houses and skills development in the construction industry.
Occupational mental health awareness project, mental health is an open conversation in our
workplace like physical health is.
Final Story
Why I am so grateful that you do what you do because over Christmas we found Lee dead in
McDonalds toilets he had just started on our Street Soccer Program and was doing so well but one
of those interactions on his story led him to that toilet.
I hate to end on a sad note but there are a lot of people in our world that need a interaction in their
story like us and projects we support and individuals we help because more and more the story isn’t
just a story it’s a matter of life and death.

